Post-harvest conservation of camu-camu fruits (*Myrciaria dubia* (Kunth) Mc Vaugh) using different temperatures and packages
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Abstract

The camu-camu tree (*Myrciaria dubia* (Kunth) Mc Vaugh) is fruit-bearing tree belonging to the family Myrtaceae. This work was conducted with the purpose of evaluating the type of storage temperature and package which allow better conservation of the quality attributes of camu-camu. The experimental design utilized was the completely randomized with three replications in a factorial arrangement (3x3x8), constituted of three different storage temperatures (laboratory ambiente or 25 ± 2 °C, 15 °C and 20 °C), three types of packages (no package, PET and PVC) and fourteen days' storage, the fruits being analyzed every two days. The fruits were evaluated as to fresh mass loss, pH, soluble solids contents, titrable acidity, ascorbic acid, carotenoids, anthocyanins, chlorophylls A and B and maturation index (SS/AT). According to the results obtained, the quality attributes and ascorbic acid content were conserved for longer time in the fruits stored on PVC-film covered expanded polystyrene trays at 15 °C. It follows that the best temperature for the storage of camu-camu is 15 °C and the package that best keeps its quality attributes is the PVC-film covered expanded polystyrene tray.
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Practical Application: The present study shows that the behavior of the camu-camu fruits during the refrigerated storage period, refrigerated or not and with different packages. Demonstrating which treatments best kept the fruits and their qualitative attributes as well as how each treatment influenced the shelf-life of these fruits.

1 Introduction

Camu-camu (*Myrciaria dubia* (Kunth) Mc Vaugh) is a typically Amazonian fruit, for it is a species of wide distribution on the banks of their lakes and rivers. Its geographical distribution is limited to the river course, stretching from the state of Pará (Rivers Tocantins and Trombetas) to Peru with the denomination of camu-camu. In Amazonia Central (Manaus and Manacapuru, on the rivers Javari, Madeira and Negro) and in Roraima, Brazilian states, it is found on the banks of natural lakes close to the Rio Cauamé, where it is known also with the denomination of caçari (Smiderle & Sousa, 2008).

It presents a fruit bacaceous, globous, with a fleshy mesocarp (gelatinous) and whitish, of citric flavor; the skin coloration is pale-green as immature and ranges from dark-red to black-purple as ripe; and is 1.4 to 2.7 cm high, 1.6 to 3.10 cm in diameter and average weight of 8.4 g. The number of seeds varies from 1 to 4 per fruit, are reniform with fibrils on their surface and present good agronomic, technological and nutritional traits (Yuyama, 2011; Maeda et al., 2006).

Its concentration of ascorbic acid (vitamin C) is 20 times as great as that of acerola and 60 times as great as that of lemon. Each 100 grams of its pulp have between 2.3 and 3 grams of vitamin C and the skin presents concentration still higher of up to 5 grams. It is the greatest natural source of ascorbic acid known. For containing a high ascorbic acid and citric acid content, camu-camu is a powerful anti-oxidant (Smiderle, 2009).

The growing interest for camu-camu fruits is due mainly to it outstanding vitamin C content, which in fruits coming from the eastern region of Roraima the average values of this vitamin were from 3.571 up to 7.355 mg 100 g⁻¹ of fresh pulp (Yuyama et al., 2002; Chagas et al., 2015), indicating that these fruits are the ones which present the greatest amount of ascorbic acid, at present. In addition to vitamin C, camu-camu fruits also contain other antioxidant compounds as carotenoids, anthocyanins and other phenolic compounds which are furnished by their intake (Neves et al., 2015). Its high potassium content also suggests its indication for hypertense people, for it provides a better balance of salts in the organism, mainly in relation to sodium chloride (Menezes, 2001).

Nevertheless, those bioactive compounds such as vitamin C present a great instability and can be lost easily. According to Maeda et al. (2007) the concentration and the stability of vitamin C in camu-camu varies with the species, maturation stage, processing time and temperature, pH, presence of oxygen and enzymes. The degradation of that compound can occur also during processing and/or storage.
Camu-camu, like tropical fruits, has a relatively short useful lifetime as compared with the long-lasting grains and cereals. Perishable products such as vegetables, fruits, flowers and plants are alive and their metabolism active so that they respire, mature and senesce. Therefore, the conditions utilized for their packaging should allow the continuity of their vital process in a normal way (Chitarra & Chitarra, 2005) aiming to slow down that metabolism. So, the use of post-harvest technologies like packages and refrigerated storage are widely used with the purpose of increasing the shelf-life of those products, minimizing losses.

The commercially most utilized packages are transparent pots of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) expanded polystyrene (isopor) covered with vinyl polychloride film (PVC). Nevertheless, the permeability and thickness of the films which cover the packages should be adequate to prevent fermentations by means of gas changes and allow fruit cooling (Pizarro, 2009).

According to Chitarra & Chitarra (2005), use of refrigeration is essential to slow down metabolism and minimize the losses, which are faster at high temperatures due to the high metabolic rate, including losses of aroma, flavor, texture, color and other quality attributes. That rate should be kept at minimum level and enough to maintain the cells alive in order to preserve the quality of the products throughout the storage period.

So, it was intended in this work to evaluate the type of package and storage temperature which best conserves the quality attributes of camu-camu.

2 Material and methods

The camu-camu fruits utilized in the experiment were harvested from native plants localized in the bank of the River Jatapu, municipality of Caroebe, state of Roraima, Brazil, the geographical coordinates of reference of which are 02°27'45"S, 60°50'14"W. After harvest, the fruits were packed carefully in plastic boxes to prevent the fruits from being smashed and transported to the Embrapa-Roraima Post-harvest Laboratory, where they were selected as to the absence of damages and cleaned with 0.02% sodium hypochlorite (NaClO) for 30 minutes, and then put to dry on the benches of the laboratory lined with paper towels.

After this step, the fruits were packed according to the following treatments: T1 (no package at laboratory room temperature, 25 ± 2 °C and 70 ± 5% RH); T2 (no package at 15 °C and 70 ± 5% RH); T3 (no package at 20 °C and 70 ± 5% RH); T4 (PET package at 25 ± 2 °C and 70 ± 5% RH); T5 (PET package at 15 °C and 70 ± 5% RH); T6 (PET package at 20 °C and 70 ± 5% RH); T7 (PVC film covered expanded polystyrene ray at 25 ± 2 °C and 70 ± 5% RH); T8 (PVC film covered polystyrene tray at 15 °C and 70 ± 5% RH); and T9 (PVC film covered expanded polystyrene ray at 20 °C and 70 ± 5% RH). The fruits of the treatments with temperatures at 15°C and at 20°C were stored in BOD's with controlled temperature and relative humidity, while the fruits stored in laboratory, the temperature control was done with use of air central (25 ± 2 °C).

The experimental design utilized was the completely randomized with three replications, in a factorial scheme (3x3x8), constituted of three different storage temperature (laboratory temperature, 15 °C and 20 °C), three types of packages (no, PET and PVC package) and 8 days’ analysis (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14), each replication being composed of 30 fruits (approximately 300 g of fruits).

The fruits were analyzed every two days, on each day of analysis, the plots were weighted for verification of the fresh mass loss an after that verification the seeds were withdrawn and the remaining material (pulp + skin) was processed and homogenized for conduction of analyses.

The analyses done were:

**Fresh mass loss** – the plots containing the fruits already ready and organized for storage were weighted on the days of the experiment installation. Every two days that weight was again verified and the results expressed at % of lost fresh mass in relation to initial weight.

**pH (potential of hydrogen)** – the methodology of Adolfo Lutz Institute - IAL (Instituto Adolfo Lutz, 2008) was followed and this analysis was conducted with pHmeter, the electrode of which was dipped in the processed sample.

**Soluble Solids (SS)** – This content was determined by refractometry by utilizing a portable refractometer. The analysis was done in the homogeneous filtrate of the ground material obtained by its separation of the solid parts of the fruit with the results expressed at °Brix (Instituto Adolfo Lutz, 2008).

**Titrable acidity (AT)** – Determined according to the methodology described by Adolfo Lutz Institute (Instituto Adolfo Lutz, 2008). The results were expressed in g of citric acid 100 g⁻¹ of pulp.

**Maturation index (‘Ratio’) **– Calculated by the ratio between the contents of SS and AT.

**Ascorbic Acid (AA)** – The content of this acid was determined by the Tillmans method (Instituto Adolfo Lutz, 2008). The results were expressed at mg of ascorbic acid 100 mL⁻¹ of sample.

**Carotenoids** – The determination of the carotenoid content was done following the methodology of Linder (1974) and Whitham et al. (1971), with the aid of a pipette and the reading of the absorbance was performed in a spectrophotometer at 470 nm. The results were expressed at µg 100 g⁻¹ of fresh pulp.

**Anthocyanins** – The determination of the anthocyanin content was done following the methodology by Linder (1974) and Whitham et al. (1971), with absorbance reading conducted in a spectrophotometer at 537 nm. The results were expressed at µg 100 g⁻¹ of fresh pulp.

**Chlorophyll A** – The determination of the A chlorophyll content was also done following the methodology by Linder (1974) and Whitham et al. (1971) with spectrophotometric reading at 663 nm and the results expressed at µg 100 g⁻¹ of fresh pulp.

**Chlorophyll B** – The quantification of chlorophyll B was done utilizing the methodology by Linder (1974) and Whitham et al. (1971) with spectrophotometric reading at 647 nm and the results expressed at µg 100 g⁻¹ of fresh pulp.
The data obtained of each evaluation day were submitted to the analysis of variance by the F test at 5% and to the analysis of polynomial regression utilizing the SISVAR program (Ferreira, 2007).

3 Results and discussion

According to the results obtained for all the variables, the interactions tested presented significant effect by the F test at 5% of probability, except the triple interaction. As regards the evaluated pigments, chlorophyll B contents were not detected in the fruits throughout the storage period. There was no regression fitting in the tested models for the pigments anthocyanin and carotenoid as well as for the interactions: days x temperatures for the variables acidity and maturation index and days x packages for the variable pH. Anthocyanins and carotenoids variables were average values of 761.1 and 182.6 μg 100 g⁻¹ of fresh pulp, respectively.

The fruits stored at laboratory ambiance temperature (25 ± 2 °C) on the tenth day of storage were no longer suitable for consumption and from this day on the fermentation signals of these fruits were already apparent. So, from the tenth day on, those fruits were no longer evaluated.

The fresh mass loss proved linear and growing in all the packages tested, the greatest means were found in the fruits stored with no package at all. These values at the end of the experiment indicated fresh mass loss of about 15% (Figure 1). The fruits stored in the PET and PVC packages at the end of the experiment presented 8% and 9% of mass loss, respectively. This stresses the importance of the use of packages to increase the shelf-life of fruits, minimizing losses both qualitative and quantitative during storage.

In evaluating the tested packages, it is notorious that the PET package was the one which best kept the fruits' moisture, reducing thus the mass loss that at the end of the experiment presented an average value of 12%. Whereas in testing the PVC package at the end of the storage period, the losses reached about 20%. Similar results were found by Morgado et al. (2010) who working with guavas 'Kumagai', verified that in the guavas stored at 21 °C, the mass loss was more marked and faster than in the fruits stored at lower temperatures.

The fruits stored under different temperatures also presented linear and growing response when the variable fresh mass loss without any difference between those stored at 25 ± 2 °C and at 20 °C, in which at the end of the experimental period, the fruits already were wilt and with loss of turgescence, brightness and coloration. But, in the fruits stored at 15 °C this loss was significantly smaller where the same ones kept a better appearance for a longer period. The fruits stored at the temperature of 25 ± 2 °C from the tenth day's storage were no longer suitable for consumption and with signals of fermentation and because of this reason they were not evaluated (Figure 1). That is, both the use of packing as the most significant effect at low temperatures and better preserved fruits during storage days.

As regards the variable pH, the fruits stored at 15 °C and at 20 °C presented similar behavior with an increase of about 14% in the pH values, which can be related to the water loss of fruits (Figure 2). The fruits stored at temperature of 25 ± 2 °C presented a similar variation similar till the sixth day when the values decreased likely due to the fermentative process and, for this reason, the abrupt reduction or with around 26% in the pH values. Therefore, the low temperatures interact significantly with days of storage, showing an increase with each passing day.

Figure 1. Evolution of mass loss in camu-camu fruits packed in different types of packages and stored under different temperatures. Roraima, 2015.

Figure 2. Potential of hydrogen (pH) of the camu-camu fruits packed in different types of packages and stored under different temperatures. Roraima, 2015.
According to Chitarra & Chitarra (2005), the use of refrigeration delays the deteriorations preserving lower metabolic rates and, consequently lesser losses of aroma, flavor, texture, color and other quality attributes.

The soluble solids content presented increase between the fourth and sixth day of storage with later decrease in those values. Nevertheless, at the end of the experiment the fruits with no package still presented values of soluble solids higher than in the other treatments (Figure 3). Jacomino et al. (2000) ascribed the increase in the soluble solids content to mass loss, causing the concentration of sugar in the pulp to increase, explaining the greater contents in the fruits stored with no package.

The fruits stored in PET and PVC packages presented similar behavior, where from the sixth day; the values of soluble solids began to decrease. Possibly, those compounds would be being used as a source of energy for all the metabolic transformations occurred in these plant tissues, which kept active, towards senescence. This fact highlights the importance of using low temperatures and use of packaging on postharvest conservation of fruit camu-camu.

The fruits stored at 15 °C and at 20 °C presented increase in the soluble solids content in the six first days of storage, with later smaller decrease, as compared with the fruits stored at temperature of 25 ± 2 °C which also presented initial increase in the soluble solids content till the fourth day of storage, from where were found marked decreases (Figure 3). The storage at 15 °C was the best kept the solubel solids content in camu-camu fruits.

The marked reduction of the soluble solids content in fruits under higher temperatures is due to the fact for these molecules to be being used as a fermentative substrate, indicating that the fruits were at senescence phase, indicated by the strong fermentative aroma from the tenth day on. This justifies the need of using refrigeration, not only to keep the quality but also for the reduction of the qualities losses. Nevertheless, the values found in the present work are superior to the average values found by Akter et al. (2011), which are not higher than 6.4 °Brix.

As regards titrable acidity, all the treatments tested presented a small initial increase, which can be related to the moisture loss of the fruits, causing the amount of organic acids to become more concentrated with later decrease from 4-6 days on (Figure 4). The average value of acidity was of 3.38 g of acid 100 g⁻¹ of pulp, which is superior to those found by other authors (Rufino et al., 2009; Akter et al., 2011). Probably, the greatest values are due to the fact that in this work the processed samples contained both pulp and skin.

Acidity loss is related to the natural process of maturation and senescence of fruits, which is also pointed out by Chitarra & Chitarra (2005), for, organic acids would be serving as an energy source for the metabolic transformations occurred in these plant tissues (Grigio et al., 2011).

**Figure 3.** Soluble solids content in camu-camu fruits packed at different types of packages and stored under different temperatures. Roraima, 2015.

**Figure 4.** Titrable acidity content and maturation index or ‘Ratio’ (SS/TA) in camu-camu fruits packed in different types of packages and stored under different temperatures. Roraima, 2015.
The ratio between soluble solids and titrable acidity (SS/AT) is one of the forms utilized for the evaluation of flavor, for it gives an idea of the balance between the sweetish and acidic flavors in fruits (Castillo-Pizarro, 2009). That variable also presented in the beginning of the storage, a slight increase, with later decrease (Figure 4). In the stored fruits with no package, the greatest increase occurred on the fourth day of storage, caused by the increase of the soluble solids content.

The results observed were lesser than those verified by Rufino et al. (2009) due to the greater acidity, since homogenate of pulp + skin was analyzed.

The amount of ascorbic acid camu-camu fruits packed in different packages presented an increase in the first two days’ storage with later decrease till the end of the experiment (Figure 5). In the fruits stored with no package, this decrease was more marked, i.e., the lack of package caused greater losses to occur. Use of packages kept better that quality attribute, with the fruits stored in PVC package, presenting the greatest mean over the experiment, 5,000 mg 100 mL⁻¹ of pulp, followed by the fruits stored in PET package with no protection, com 4,866 and 4,750 mg 100 mL⁻¹ of pulp, respectively.

In all the treatments, there was decrease of the ascorbic acid contents, but in the treatment with PVC film, the decrease was lesser, indicating better conservation of camu-camu fruits and better maintenance of their physiological and nutritional characteristics. Similar behavior was found by Yamashita et al. (2006), who worked with strawberries stored in different sorts of packages.

In quantifying the ascorbic acid content in the camu-camu fruits stored under different temperatures, all the tested treatments presented decreases (Figure 5). Nevertheless, the fruits stored at 15 °C were the ones which best maintained ascorbic acid contents. It was found also that the fruits stored at the temperature of 25 ± 2 °C presented a marked decrease from the sixth day’ storage, which possibly is due to senescence, which was pointed out by the fermented smell from the tenth day of storage onwards. Nevertheless, the values observed in this work were higher than those observed by Rufino et al. (2010), who detected average values of 1,882 mg 100 mL⁻¹ of pulp.

Calegaro et al. (2002) also found decrease in the ascorbic acid contents in stored strawberries and consider ascorbic acid as being the vitamin most susceptible to degradation, and that its presence and conservation in foods and fruits indicate that, likely, the other nutrients are also being preserved.

The chlorophyll A contents in the fruits stored in different packages presented increase on the first four days of storage with later decrease till the end of the experimental period (Figure 6) ascribed to ripening. The greatest means were observed in the fruits stored with no package with 43.09 μg 100 g⁻¹ of pulp, followed by the PVC and PET treatments with 40.74 and 40.46 μg 100 g⁻¹ of pulp, respectively, which had their ripening delayed. Published studies ascribe to plant extracts, antimutagenic...
and anticancer effects of chlorophyll, since these are related often to antioxidant activity, though by an indirect mechanism (Lanfer-Marquez, 2003).

Similar behavior was also observed in the fruits stored under different temperatures (Figure 6). The fruits stored at 15°C were the ones which presented the highest means (47.62 μg 100 g⁻¹ of pulp), followed by the treatments stored at 25 ± 2 and at 20°C, with 44.37 and 43.28 μg 100 g⁻¹ of pulp, respectively.

According to Lanfer-Marquez (2003), there are few scientific works relating the intake of chlorophyll with some effect beneficial to human health, nevertheless, advertisements that chlorophyll would bring benefits over practically all the tissues, organs and systems of the human organisms, especially as the prevention of coronary diseases, certain kinds of cancers diabetes and cataract are concerned, have been conveyed.

As regards the anthocyanin and carotenoid contents, average values of 794.37 and 190.6 μg 100 g⁻¹ of pulp, respectively were found. Values higher than those detected in the present scientific investigation were detected by other authors. Rufino et al. (2010) detected average values of anthocyanins of 4,220 μg 100 g⁻¹. While, Zanatta & Mercadante (2007), in verifying the carotenoid content of camu-camu fruits coming from Iguape and Mirandópolis detected average values of 354.8 and 1095.3 μg 100 g⁻¹ of pulp.

4 Conclusions
The quality attributes (SS, AT, pH and SS/AT) are conserved for longer in the fruits stored on PVC film covered expanded polystyrene tray and at 15°C as well as the ascorbic acid contents.

The contents of the pigment chlorophyll A present greater values in the camu-camu fruits stored with no package and at 15°C. The quoted treatment also minimizes the fresh mass loss.

For the conservation of the quality attributes of camu-camu, the best storage temperature is 15°C and the package that best conserves these attributes is the PVC film covered expanded polystyrene tray.
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